
Ecosystem and
pollution Homework
test 1
Instructions for students: Follow your
teacher's instruction. Also you can attempt this
test online and see your result.

Attempt online and know results

Topic: Ecosystem and pollution
Dates: 25.10.2022 until unlimited
Question count: 2
Total marks: 13

1. Activity - to make a trophic level and an
energy pyramid  (10 m.)

To make a trophic level pyramid displaying
the various levels:
 
Materials Required:
Pen, Pencil, Colours, Scissors, Scale.

Important!

Caution: Usage of scissors
must be under the supervision
of adults.

https://www.yaclass.in/TestWork/Info?jid=Dy5cimppaEO1TrkvyNGi0A&a=p


Procedure:

1. Take a square paper and fold the diagonals.
2. Draw three lines horizontally in the three

triangles formed, and leave the fourth triangle
empty.

3. In one triangle, draw the images of organisms
that occupy the different trophic levels.

4. In another triangle, write the name of the
organism that you have drawn.

5. In the third triangle, write the energy level that
corresponds to the organism.

6. Cut from the edge of the diagonal (from the
right end) - the triangle not used, to the
center of the sheet (area where the four
diagonals meet).

7. Colour the diagrams drawn that corresponds
to the organism.

8. If we fold, then we obtain a triangle. Paste
behind the third triangle to get a pyramid
shape.

9. Complete the trophic levels or energy
pyramid and take a photograph and upload
the picture.

Upload the file here:
 
File attachment field
Important!

This exercise will be checked
manually by your teacher.



Click to view solution for similar
question online

View solution

2. Types of pollution caused due to waste
disposal  (3 m.)

Write the correct answer:
 
1. Toxic gases from industries mix with rain

drops to produce - 
 
2. Contaminated water with chemical can cause

and spread - 

Click to view solution for similar
question online

View solution

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=383b4492-cee7-498e-8f23-3cf3866d5a63&twId=20903&ts=1666700875&sg=HsCrIu1Tvk94DuuHG2H95HsotrI1
https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=5af5aae8-1fc3-4f27-abc2-eaef47034f98&twId=20903&ts=1666700875&sg=ZcddnWZN_ySZEyUVoS1gVep7pXo1

